
The new Canadian Anthem 
Anthem has a new 
look and new tech 
for its new range, 
with the M RX 540 
the junior of three 
new receivers. It's 
a delight, and not 
only for its sonic 
performance. 

SUMMARY 

Anthem MRX 540 

networked AV receiver 

Price: $2999 

+ Excellent Class-AB sound
+ Web interface for settings
+ 7-channel pre-outs
+ 30 assignable inputs
+ Excellent room correction

- No USB-8 or phono inputs
- No built-in music services
- Some fan noise on our sample
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T 
he co-founder back in 1982 of Canadian 
brand Paradigm, Scott Bagby, took 100% 
ownership of Paradigm, Anthem and 

MartinLogan Loudspeakers in 2019, 
removing from the equation the private-equity 
involvement of America's Shoreview Industries -
although Bagby and his Paradigm co-founder Jerry 

VanderMarel had originally acquired the Anthem 
brand way back in 1998. The operational freedom 
thus gained seems not to have been in the least 
restrained by the Covid disruptions of the last 18 
months. In December last year Anthem announced 

an entirely new suite of AV products - nine new 
models of processors, power amps and integrated 
AV receivers, rebuilt and redesigned to update the 

full Anthem range for all the latest technologies. 
This MRX 540 is the junior of the three new AV 

receivers, its siblings rising to the MRX 1140 with 
its 11 channels of amplification and processing for 
up to 15.2 channels. The MRX 540 reviewed here 

offers five channels of amplification, rated at 100W 
per channel with all channels driven, though again 
it can process more, up to seven channels. 

Its power is proper Class-AB; this is not a 
company which has yet 1?,een seduced by the 

efficiencies of Class-D modules. And on that 
foundation Anthem presents something remarkable 
here, as this receiver is loaded with secret weaponry, 
and we found both the style and substance on offer 
from this receiver to be particularly impressive. 

New look, new interface 
So Paradigm, Anthem, and MartinLogan are all 
based in Mississauga, Ontario, where among other 
delights they have access to the research and facili
ties of the legendary National Research Council of 

Canada. Here in Australia, Anthem doesn't have quite 
the brand recognition of some competitors; in Connected

magazine's 'Most Popular' survey for 2020 the leaders in 

AV receivers ran from Yamaha, Denon and Integra to 
Marantz, Pioneer and Onkyo. But across the Pacific, this 
position is reversed, with Anthem vying for the top spots 
in both brand recognition and market share. The MRX 

540 demonstrates why - indeed, it's hard to know quite 
where to start. But let's begin with two relatively super
ficial aspects that impressed us initially - its physical 
design, and its network access to settings menus. 

Compare Anthem's previous AV receivers with the 

new range and it's like they've moved forward into a 
different century, from twin knobs either side of an LCD 
display in the middle (yawn), to this new stylishly-fonted 
modern graphic display dominating the entire left half of 

the fascia, with a single large knob to the right, flanked 
by a trio of small buttons on each side. This new look has 
come straight from the recent STR amplifier series, and 
it's an unmitigated success here. We gather it's not only 

the outsides which have gained from the STR amplifiers; 
new circuit ideas have also been applied to the new 
receivers. All this development goes on at the Paradigm/ 
Anthem Advanced Research Center in Gloucester, 
Ottawa. This receiver is actually built in Vietnam. 

The new fascia layout and display make it easy to 
use the supplied remote control to shuttle through 
the options and settings available, but that is very 
much not the way you will want to interact with your 
Anthem receiver once you discover the Anthem Web 
User Interface. As soon as the receiver is networked, 
you check its network menu to get its IP address (e.g. 
192.168.1.14), then type that into any browser on your 
network - on your computer, your iPad, even your 
phone. Up pops a super-friendly and frankly addictive 
interface with which you can do all the key set-up for 








